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Hello 2021.

I think many of you, more than likely, feel like we do: glad to have 2020 in the rear-view mirror! 

What a year it was with what seemed like a lot more downs than ups and a completely liberal media 

telling us how to act and think on every issue. There were a few bright spots however. First and 

foremost, many Americans saw for the first time what a bare grocery store shelf looks like. This 

highlighted the issue that all farmers and ranchers have known about for some time, which is the 

lack of smaller meat processing facilities. The amount of grants and funding that are now available 

to expand and build new facilities is very heartening. This will all lead to more competition for our 

product; something we are sorely missing on the finished end of the supply chain. 

Onto the bulls! This is our largest and most uniform set to date, with over 40 head of 2-year-old 

bulls representing the top 40% of the bull crop. They are a very efficient set and also papped very, 

very well with an average score of 38. We are very happy with their overall phenotype, all the way 

from their feet to their top, and the disposition on these bulls is hard to find. More importantly, they 

will leave you with a set of moderate, easy fleshing, long lived, fertile cows. 

We have continued to be focused on production to the very best of our ability with what we 

have: grass. We are now going into our fourth year of wintering our heifer calves out on pasture 

alone, while also breeding them, as well as our mature cows, out on grass. This approach, I know, 

has helped OUR bottom line, as well as our customers’. The breed up on our First Calf Heifers has 

been over 95% for two years in a row now. We were honestly prepared for a little tougher breed up 

this year, given the drought we went through this summer, but we were very pleased with how the 

girls performed! The single most important facet of any ranch is getting females into production 

efficiently…and keeping them there. The genetics represented in these bulls, we feel, will add to 

anyone’s bottom line. 

 We would like to extend a thank you to all of our past buyers and warm welcome to all those 

who may be new to our program. Here is to a safe and successful 2021!

Happy Trails & God Bless

The Redlands. 

Adam & Briana Redland

307-250-1548

RedlandRBAngus@gmail.com
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The dam to McCumber 213 Fortunate 
5120. Blackcap 081 of McCumber is 
the combination of two of the greatest 
cow families of all time. In person, we 
found her to be the ideal moderate 
framed, easy fleshing female.

Chloe Juanada 7009, the Grand Dam to 
Redland Rainmaker 3836. If you want to 
know what kind of cows a bull will produce, 
look at the females that produced him!

KMK Donna J311 is the Grand Dam 
to both McCumber Rito 707-974 and 

Coleman Foundation 972.

Redbank Queen 2864, coming 11 
years old, this maternal half-sister 

to Redbank Cincha 264 exemplifies 
why this cow family remains to 
be an important element in our 

program, bringing production, 
longevity, and fertility to the table.
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TWO YEAR OLD BULLS

 Lot Calved  Sire BW WW YW PAP Notes

 9447 3/26/2019 Vision Cash 80 640 1100 41 This Dam is an 8yr old cow that has never let us down. 

 9864 3/27/2019 Vision Cash 85 770 1230 38 One of the better bulls we have raised! He is long, 
        level-topped, and full of power. 

 9067 4/11/2019 Vision Cash 85 640 1180 41 This bulls Dam is coming 11. He has bone, length, feet  
        and power. 

 918 4/28/19 Sinclair Rolling Coal 5K6 60 505 1080 37 Calving ease deluxe. Sleep all night while making cows   
        for years to come. 

 993 4/22/2019 Sinclair Rolling Coal 5K6 75 600 1080 41 He is a 1st calf heifer son that will be calving ease with   
        growth as well. 

 916 3/20/19 Redland Rainmaker 3836 78 725 1140 37 This bull is square made and thick. A  very well balanced  
        guy, with a great disposition.

 962 4/29/19 Redland Rainmaker 3836 81 550 1170 40 This guy is a longer built bull with plenty of quarter to go  
        around. Straight, even topped and solid through and   
        through. 

 9521 4/14/19 Redland Rainmaker 3836 79 655 1185 39 Length, width and another bull with great disposition.   
        Out of one of our best cows.

 9 4/1/19 Redland Rainmaker 3836 80 765 1190 43 Range bull special. Long, deep and thick build on top of   
        good bone and feet.

 9867 4/14/19 Redland Rainmaker 3836 85 680 1130 35 One of our lowest PAP score bulls! He is a high elevation  
        special with excellent length of spine and width.

Trailing the cows and their calves through Trailing the cows and their calves through 
the canyon to their summer pasture.the canyon to their summer pasture.

The Ranch History
Our bloodlines originated from my late grandfather 
Dick Mercer’s herd, which was known in his time as 

Big Sky Angus out of Lavina, Montana. Angus heritage 
has been maintained in our family since 1957. We 

are now located south of Ten Sleep, Wyoming at the 
foothills of the Big Horn Mountains. For the past 41 

years, we have run our cows on these mountains where 
elevations can exceed 8,500 feet above sea level.
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 Lot Calved  Sire BW WW YW PAP Notes 

9516 4/1/19 Redland Rainmaker 3836 60 740 1165 37 One of my favorite calving ease bulls out of a very   
        shapey young cow.

 9286 4/21/19 Redland Rainmaker 3836 78 765 1180 42 He is the epitome of length and growth out of a well   
        uddered dam. Powerfully made!

9578 4/2/19 Redland Rainmaker 3836 60 740 1140 36 This guy has calving ease combined with vigor and growth. 

 985 3/20/19 Redland Rainmaker 3836 80 710 1200 39 Another longer made, bigger bodied bull. He will add to   
        your WW. Just watch him cover some country!

 946 4/6/19 Redland Rainmaker 3836 65 675 1180 42 Deep and powerful cows make some seriously deep and  
        powerful bulls. 

 96 4/3/19 Redland Rainmaker 3836 75 690 1160 42 A very shapey 6 year old dam out of a cow that produced  
        calves for us past the age of 14. Prolifency and longevity!

 9463 4/13/19 Redland Rainmaker 3836 82 635 1120 39 This man is an ideal range bull for harsh range  conditions.  
        Easy fleshing with growth.

 927 4/10/19 Redland Rainmaker 3836 65 625 1175 37 Dam is one our best made cows. She is the ideal 1200 lb  
        easy keeper. 

 911 4/12/2019 Redland Rainmaker 3836 81 605 1070 40 Good length and bone. His Dam is 8 years old and has   
        never missed!

 9326 4/10/19 Redland Gameday 373 75 740 1170 43 11 year old Dam. She is still going strong. Look to him for  
        growth as well.

 9163 4/3/19 Redbank Gameday 004 80 775 1200 37 A STANDOUT since birth. If he were registerable, we would  
        retain him for our own use!

 945 4/8/19 Redbank Cincha 0264 78 610 1180 42 If you put 945 & 916 side by side, they are near identical  
        in their type.

 9582 4/10/2019 Redbank Cincha 0264 70 690 1170 39 One of the better bulls we have raised. He has rear   
        quarter in abundance!

Another son of Cincha

A son of Redland Rainmaker 3836

Lot 945 Lot 945 

Lot 9286 Lot 9286 

A son of Redbank Cincha 0264

Lot 9582 Lot 9582 
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Trailing down to the ranch from our highest pasture, 
which reaches heights above 8,500 feet in elevation!
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A daughter of McCumber 213 Fortunate 5120
The type of female we like to see. Deep, wide, feed 

efficient and excellent fleshing ability!

 Lot Calved  Sire BW WW YW PAP Notes 

9626 4/28/19 Redbank Cincha 0264 80 570 1140 35 Another really low pap score with this guy. He weaned a  
        little lighter but made up ground fast.

 939 5/1/19 Redbank Cincha 0264 80 675 1100 36 Dam is very square made and tight uddered. He will make  
        daughters just like her.

 9633 4/5/2019 Redbank Cincha 0264 80 675 1185 38 He is thick and well- balanced. He will make some square  
        hipped cows.

 967 4/8/2019 Redbank Cincha 0264 75 585 1150 41 If you are wanting to add length and bone to your cows,  
        look here. 

 944 4/30/2019 Redbank Cincha 0264 75 645 1150 39 This bull has balance combined with longevity. Granddam  
        is coming 16 and still producing!

 964 4/13/2019 Redbank Cincha 0264 80 750 1190 36 This man is a gentle, well made power bull.
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Lot 9326Lot 9326

A Redland Rainmaker 3836 Son A Redland Game Day 373 Son

 96 4/16/2019 Redbank Cincha 0264 75 690 1150 42 Dam is a beautiful made, well uddered cow that has only  
        raised big ones.

 961 4/9/2019 Redbank Cincha 0264 75 695 1175 37 You have to love the growth and muscle in this bull. 

 9547 4/14/2019 Redbank Cincha 0264 70 665 1165 40 Here is a combination of some of our oldest cow families.

 9685 4/8/2019 Redbank Cincha 0264 75 645 1200 37 Dam is 3 year old that’s hit 2 home runs right out of the gate!

 90 4/6/2019 Redbank Cincha 0264 70 655 1180 38 He is out of another 3 year old that’s weaning well over 50%!

 9317 4/10/19 McCumber Rito 5141 75 765 1250 39 This is one of the biggest bulls in the pen. Longer muscle  
        pattern and easy on the eyes. 

 9011 3/20/19 McCumber Fortunate 213 5120 65 750 1130 38 He has what every rancher wants:  calving ease with growth.  
        Out of a GDAR Gameday 449 Dam.

 9792 3/25/19 McCumber Fortunate 213 5120 80 830 1210 39 Power bull with excellent bone and mass with a good square  
        foot to boot!

 9264 4/15/19 McCumber Fortunate 213 5120 85 740 1220 39 Proven power. More muscle mass. Bountiful bone. His Dam  
        is 9 and hasn’t given an inch. Ever.  

 926 4/5/19 McCumber Fortunate 213 5120 75 725 1140 44 An easy bull to look at whose dam is the same way. A truly  
        beautifull udder.

 902 3/14/2019 McCumber Fortunate 213 5120 80 620 1175 40 This guy is a first calf heifer son we used on heifers this   
        last summer. He has the look. We are confident enough to  
        use him on our own!

 9186 4/12/19 GDAR Gameday 1736 70 630 1160 35 He is out of one of the best cows we have on the place. She  
        never misses.
 
 9744 3/18/2019 Connealy Dateline 75 665 1090 38 I like this bull! He is a good blend of older proven gentics.

 9721 3/21/2019 Connealy Dateline 75 550 1075 39 This is a first calf heifer son that will add to your bottom line

 921 4/1/2019 Coleman Rito 707-974 80 655 1090 39 He is one of the few 974 sons we have this year. Easy   
        fleshing grandson of Rito-707.

 978 3/19/2019 Coleman Rito 707-974 80 665 1130 39 Here is another first calf heifer son of 974. He will make   
        some beautful cows. 

 934 3/15/2019 Coleman Rito 707-974 59 615 1165 42 A 974 son that combined the Donna & Miss Wix cow   
        families. Look them up! I guarantee you’ll like them. 

Lot 9578Lot 9578 Lot 9326Lot 9326

 Lot Calved  Sire BW WW YW PAP Notes
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Redland Redbank Program
On our ranch, we have a simple ideology: What pays the bills are cows that have the capability to give back so much 

more than what is put in. We have high expectations for our females, and given the rough mountain terrain and harsh 
conditions these girls run in, they do not disappoint. Mother nature does the culling for us, letting us know who cannot 
maintain their body condition while raising a calf, and continue to do so year ‘round. After breeding, the registered herd 
runs side by side with the commercial herd; neither of which get a single bit of pampering. 

Our cows do not see a flake of hay until calving time. We bring all of our mothers down and calve them out on pasture. 
While calving, they are extremely low maintenance. They know how to do it on their own, and the ones that don’t, do not 
stick around. If she can’t handle the task of calving without us, we don’t want her. 

 We have had a highly intensive AI program for over 30 years in both the commercial and registered herd. This has 
allowed us to play a heavy part in selecting and breeding for a specific type in mind. The genetics you see in the bulls 
that we offer are proven, and will go to work for you in the harshest environments. We know this because we have done 
it. By testing the genetics through our commercial herd before ever being used on the registered cows, we have had the 
opportunity to witness how well they do or do not work, and what these mamas can do in a real-world, western range 
environment.

Deep bodied, high-capacity females with an extraordinary amount of natural muscling are better suited for making beef 
off of nothing but grass. What we have is a whole lot of grass without the extras such as corn, alfalfa and silage. This is the 
reason why this type of cow is our ideal female and the phenotype we strive for. 

Pricing and Delivery
We do not price the bulls individually. The reason for that being, each bull is bred to look like a brother to 

every bull standing next to him. This year being the year that it has been, we have also made a price adjustment. 

The price of each bull will be set at $3,500. With every bull added to the buyer’s list, the price will decrease 
$100, until the price of $3,000 is met. 

Example 1: Buyer purchases 3 bulls. The price per bull is $3,300. The total for 3 bulls is $9,900.

Example 2: Buyer purchases 6 bulls. The price per bull is $3,000. The total for 6 bulls is $24,000.

Buyers can leave bull orders with me at any time for sight unseen purchases. I do urge potential buyers to 
contact me as soon as possible if there is any interest in purchasing bulls.

Two Year Guarantee
If a bull is injured before May 1st, he can be replaced by an equal bull or have a check written back to the buyer 

for the amount of the bull. Each bull will also come with a two-year guarantee. If a bull goes down or is injured 
while breeding, the buyer needs to contact me. 

All bulls will sell with a semen test and will be guaranteed sound at the time of delivery.



ACTUAL BW: 65  |  WW: 640 | Registration: 18170094
Son of famed Game Day 449, and half brother to 1736, we have used 
this bull heavily in the past on heifers. His muscling ability and length of 
body coupled with his calving ease has made him my personal favorite. 
He is exceptionally easy on the eyes, even in his ripe age of 8 years old. 
He was “put out to retirement” but still managed to slip one past us. Lot 
9163 will be the last natural service son we offer out of this bull. 004, 
was born out of a first calf heifer; his Dam is now coming 11 and has 
produced a replacement quality calf every single year since she was a 
heifer herself, and still going strong.

Redbank Game Day 004

Son of the famed Coleman Donna 386 and the powerhouse muscle 
wagon Rito 707, he is one of the most proven Rito sons to date. We 
had the opportunity to view this bull while he was at World West 
Sire Services being collected for CIIADO as the leading stud bull 
for Argentina, Uruguay, Paraguay and Brazil. He is a moderate 
framed bull, however, there is nothing moderate about his depth 
and muscling capabilities, the epitome of a real beef bull. We look 
forward to his daughters, who should excel in range efficiency.

 BW WW YW Milk Marb RE $W $B
 +0.1 +25 +41 +16 +.02 +.26 +23 +38

Coleman Rito 707-974

Reference Sires

 BW WW YW Milk Marb RE $W $B
 -1.4 +48 +86 +24 +.48 +.47 +53 +107

GDAR CJD Game Day 1736

Harrisons Frontman and GDAR Game Day I hand selected out of over 
300 bulls from their respective sires from programs in SD, WY, NE, MT. 
They first off were chosen because of their complete similarity to each 
other, then the maternal qualities of the cow families they derive from. 
Lastly they had to be the complete physically showing equal balance 
to muscle/skeletal structure, while also posting excellent gains in there 
development processes. They each as yearlings had their half of the 
registered cow herd to breed in 600 acre pastures after AIing. They 
absolutely nailed it with only a handful of cows falling into the 3rd cycle. 
I have been extremely pleased with both of them, we never worried at 
calving time with all calves coming easy and vigorous. Every single calf 
being born out on range.With the heaviest weaning calf crop we have 
ever had I would have to say the bulls an females you get from these 
two will leave you as happy to own them as I have been with them.  
Semen is available at a discount rate to all bull customers. 

ACTUAL BW: 80  |  WW: 640 
“Cincha” is a true cowman’s bull, no matter what traits you like in your 
cattle.When you set your eyes on him you can’t help but want more 
like him. He comes from what is arguably our best line of cows, with 
his grand dam being in production until 17 years of age and his dam 
still being in production at 14 years of age. Both of these cows rose to 
the top of our herd with an extremely high rate of production during 
their lifetime in pounds weaned, being extremely tight in their calving 
intervals, and high daughter retention. His sire was a corner stone of 
our program and Cincha has proven to be that as well, siring long, 
deep bodied females with excellent udder structure and fertility.

 BW WW YW Milk Marb RE $W $B
 +1.6 +34 +61 +21 na na +28 na

Redland Redbank Cincha 264Sinclair Rolling Coal 5K6

 BW WW YW Milk Marb RE $W $B
 -0.5 +37 +66 +22 +.62 +.10 +36 +82

This bull has proven his true calving ease abilities. We use him 
on our heifers and have never had to assist a heifer bred to him.
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